hostel ‘shappy’ +385 91 348 82 04
emergency call 112
general informations +385 1 18981
taxi ‘radio zagreb’ +385 1 1777
taxi ‘cammeo’ 060 71 00
taxi ‘eko’ 060 77 77
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coffee
drinks
snack
restaurant

Wherever
you wanna
‘scoot’
we have
the route

cool (night) route
If you want an unforgettable night
out, choose Cool night route!
Follow the route and the cheerful
funky rhythm that will take you to
dance floors where you can dance
your shoes off, drink Croatian or
foreign beer, and try any of the
many - flavoured Croatian rakija.
When you get hungry after all
night out, there is a popular 24 / 7
Pingvin sandwich bar, a popular
place in Zagreb for years.
green route
Follow the Green route and take a break in beautiful parks with the murmur of water from nearby
fountains. Follow green pointers as each stop on
this route will fill you with energy.
romantic (night) route
Follow the Romantic Route and take your loved one
to a night stroll down the streets of Zagreb.
happy route
All you shappy people put a smile on your face, a
map in your hands and be happy!
stripy route
Stripy route will take you to the places where you
can enjoy in delicious coffee and discover restaurants with traditional Croatian meals.
shappy route
This route covers the most significant historical
and cultural landmarks and tells rich legends about
the creation and development of Zagreb.
swag (night) route
Follow the Swag Route and satisfy for appetites for
fun and good food!

Tkalčićeva

Vip
Vip jazz club on Ban Jelačić Square, the very heart
of Zagreb, satisfies the needs of jazz lovers and offers live sessions and occasional dance workshops.
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Groove
If you want to dance at theme nights in a night
club placed underground, choose Friday for good
R’n’B, and Saturday for more commercial house
program.
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Bogovićeva

Sax
This club placed underground offers dance programs and young musicians’ competition, and is a
popular place for everyone looking for fun times at
reasonable prices.
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Maraschino
Visit Maraschino Bar if you want to dance to good
pop music and have fun in the very centre of the
city.
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Pingvin
When you get hungry after all - night partying, go
to Pingvin where you can find a wide selection
of sandwiches and salads. Penguin is open until
early in the morning, and its quality is proven by a
20 - year long tradition.
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Shappy bar
Before you start looking for dance rhythms warm
up in Shappy bar which offers a selection of rakija,
while you listen to funk, soul, dance, or live bands
that create unforgettable atmosphere.
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Kaptol

Hemingway
This night club is a place of jet setters and offers
a wide selection of cocktails and shooters, with
popular pop, latino and disco music.

Pepermint
This urban club is placed on two floors and offers
funky rhythm and live music. You can relax and
dance in a happy and lively atmosphere created by
the club’s guests and interesting interior design.
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Opatička

History
This club has a dance area and a bar on three
floors. There is a wide selection of smoothies,
milkshakes and cocktails, in a relaxed atmosphere
where you can dance all weekend long.
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Good food
Good food for good people! If you want good and
affordable meal enjoy in excellent hamburgers and
a rich selection of salads. Be good - eat good food!
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Pavla Hatza

Baruna Trenka

Žeravićeva

Lemon
Excellent place for all dance lovers who want to
demonstrate their moves on the dance floor.

